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Abstract
The main results of the paper concern graphs of linear cellular automata with boundary
conditions. We show that the connected components of such graphs are direct sums of trees
and cycles, and we provide a complete characterization of the trees, as well as enumerate the
cycles of various lengths. Our work generalizes and clarifies results obtained previously in
special cases. © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A linear (or additive) cellular automaton is a system consisting of sites on a lattice,
which correspond to cell processor memory having finite field elements as values,
and which evolve synchronously over discrete time according to a given local inter-
action rule called the state transition function [11,12]. As in [7,12], we consider such
automata where at most a finite number of the sites of the systems studied contain
non-zero values at any instant of time and the set of such sites and site values, a
configuration of sites and site values of the lattice at time t, is called the state of
the system at time t. The interaction rule is a function which assigns a site value
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at time t C 1 to each site in terms of values at certain of its neighbors at previous
time t. Several authors in the past, following the approach initiated in [7], repre-
sented states as elements of a Laurent polynomial ring and most frequently studied
state transition functions which were linear. For example, see [3,5,6,7]. In this paper,
we generalize the notion of a linear cellular automaton by viewing the state transi-
tion function abstractly as an endomorphism acting upon a module of states. (For a
basic reference on rings and modules, see, for example, [4].) This generalizes the ap-
proach of several previous contributors and allows a conceptual understanding of the
structure of cellular automata including those satisfying null and periodic boundary
conditions.
Let R be a commutative Artinian ring and let M be a free R-module of finite rank.
The triple R D .R;M; / will be called a generalized linear automaton if R and
M are as above and  2 EndRM . These are often referred to as “additive” cellular
automata. Here, M is the set of states and  is the state transition function. In the
literature, R and M have been taken as
R D M D F Tx1; x2; : : : ; xmU
I
;
where F is a finite field, and I is an ideal of F Tx1; x2; : : : ; xmU which is thought of
as a set of boundary conditions. When I is the ideal generated by some xnii ; ni > 0,
the boundary conditions are said to be null, and when the generators are of the form
x
ni
i − 1, they are said to be periodic.
For example, if R D M D Z2TxU=.xn − 1/ and  is given by left multiplication
by x C x −1, then we get the “rule 90” automaton of Wolfram, extensively studied
by others as well [7]. Here .f .x// D .x C x−1/f .x/ for any f .x/ 2 M . Classical-
ly, this is rendered by giving the local transition rule xi.t C 1/ D xi−1.t/ C xiC1.t/,
where xi.t/ is the site value at position i on the one-dimensional lattice at time t.
As another example, consider the two-dimensional cellular automaton given by
R D M D Z2Tx; yU=.xn − 1; ym − 1/, where  is left multiplication by x C x−1 C
y C y−1. Here, the cells lie on a torus and each cell value at time t C 1 is the sum of
the values of its four orthogonal neighbors at time t.
Following the seminal paper [12], the basic global approach to describing linear
automata was initiated in [7] for certain periodic boundary conditions and some ex-
amples and classes of linear transition rules. The state transition graphs were associ-
ated with the automata and connected components were computed as being built out
of cycles and trees, which corresponded, respectively, to “attractors” and “transients”
in the time evolution of the automaton. The connected components were computed
and enumerated in a range of specific examples.
More general (higher order) linear cellular automata were studied in [6]. They
adapted the Laurent polynomial representation of states given by Martin et al. [7]
to higher dimensions and a module theoretic setting which allowed the coefficients
of these polynomials to be elements of a finite-dimensional vector space over a fi-
nite field. Their transition rules are represented as matrices with Laurent polynomial
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entries. They fully characterize the transition graphs of automata without boundary
conditions.
In other work, Jen [5] studied linear automata with periodic boundary conditions
and invertible transition rules, utilizing the theory of linear recurrences. In [3], peri-
odic boundary conditions were studied using the theory of circulant matrices. More
recently, in [9,10] Sutner examines the regular languages associated with such au-
tomata as well as the complexity of the associated structures. More references con-
cerning language-theoretic aspects of linear cellular automata can be found in these
papers. In [8], the same author investigates linear cellular automata associated to
directed graphs, obtaining periodicity and reversibility results in some cases.
In this paper, we define a generalized linear cellular automaton using an arbi-
trary endomorphism of the state space as described above, and associate with it its
state transition graph, a directed graph whose vertices represent states (as configu-
rations of sites and values) and whose edges represent the temporal transitions. We
extend the work of earlier authors, who studied periodic boundary conditions, while
complementing the boundaryless situation characterized in [6].
We assume in this paper that the boundary conditions are such that the ring R is at
least artinian and, usually, finite-dimensional over a field. The state space is then a fi-
nitely generated module, usually finite, over R. Our chief goal is to describe the state
transition graph of the automaton. A principal observation is that the structure of the
state transition graph reduces to the theory of a single linear transformation. As a con-
sequence of Fitting’s lemma, the connected components of the graph are products of
trees and cycles. Our work generalizes and clarifies results previously obtained in spe-
cial cases and specific examples, which were predominately obtained via computation.
Our approach reveals the essential algebraic structure in the generalized setting.
Let us outline the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we set up basic definitions
and general results concerning graphs of (generalized) linear cellular automata. Here
we see how the cycles and trees with fixed non-zero in-degree appear. The in-degree
is seen to be the cardinality of the kernel of the transition endomorphism, a fact
observed elsewhere in special cases in [3,7], and the height of a tree is its index
of nilpotency. In Section 3, we deal with direct sums, and this yields a picture of
the connected components of an arbitrary linear cellular automaton as cycles with
rooted trees, attached to each node of the cycle. Again, this fact was observed in
special cases in [3,7]. We briefly characterize balanced trees in Section 4. Finally, in
Section 5, we state our results enumerating cycle lengths in terms of the order of the
transition rule. We conclude with an example that was approached computationally
in [7], illustrating our re sults.
2. Definitions and general results
Let R be a commutative ring, M an R-module, and let  2 EndRM . We call the
triple R D .R;M; / a linear cellular automaton (LCA) with state module M and
transition rule .
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The graph C.R/ of the LCA R D .R;M; / is the directed graph whose vertices
are elements of M, and whose edges are the ordered pairs .m;m0/, with m0 D .m/,
for all m 2 M (symbolized by m 7! .m/). Note that C.R/ is simply the functional
digraph of , and it depends only on  and M, not on R.
If .m/ D m0, then m0 is a successor of m, and m is a predecessor of m0. If m 2 M
has no predecessors, that is, if m =2 .M/, then m is called a source (or, as some authors
prefer, a “garden of Eden”). Call m a sink if.m/ D m, that is, ifC.R/has a loop at m.
A tree in this paper is a rooted tree in theusual sense, except it is adirected graph with
all edges oriented towards the root, and, in addition, there is a loop attached to the root.
Thus, a tree has a unique sink, namely, the root. The height of a tree is the number of di-
rected edges along the longest path to the root, not including the loop at the root.
We call a finite directed graph a cycle, if it is connected and each vertex has a
unique predecessor and a unique successor.
Proposition 2.1. Let R D .R;M; / be an LCA, where M is a finite, non-zero
R-module.
(i) If  is nilpotent with index of nilpotency k, then the graph of R is a tree of height
k (with a loop at the root 0). Each vertex of the tree which is not a source has
jker./j predecessors. The number of non-sources is jMj=jker./j; and 0 is the
only sink.
(ii) If  is an automorphism of finite order r, then the graph of .R;M; / is a union
of cycles and all cycle lengths divide r. There is always at least one cycle of
length 1 (namely, 0 with a loop).
(iii) Conversely, if the graph of R is a tree, then  is nilpotent, and if it is union of
cycles, then  is an automorphism.
Proof. (i) The first assertion of (i) is self-evident. Let m 2 M be a non-source, that
is, m 2 .M/. If m D .m1/ for some m1 2 M , then −1.m/ D m1 C ker./, and
therefore there are jker./j predecessors of m.
The set of all non-sources is .M/ ’ M=ker./, and, obviously, .m/ D m im-
plies that m D 0, which proves the last statement of (i).
(ii) Obviously, each element m 2 M has a unique predecessor −1.m/, and a
unique successor .m/. Moreover, for every m 2 M , the size of the orbit of m,
{i.m/} must divide r.
(iii) is self-evident. 
If R D .R;M; / is an LCA with  nilpotent, we shall call the number jker./j
the in-degree of the tree C.R/.
Example 1. Let R D M D Z2TxU=.x3/, and  D multiplication by x 2. The graph
of R D .R;M; / is the tree of height 2 and in-degree 4 as shown in Fig. 1. (Here
and subsequently the obvious orientation of the edges will be omitted.)
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Example 2. Let R D M D Z2TxU=.x4 − 1/, and  D multiplication by x. Then the
graph of R D .R;M; / is the union of three cycles of length 4, one cycle of length
2, and two cycles of length 1, as shown in Fig. 2.
3. Direct sums of graphs and LCAs
Definition 1. Let C1 and C2 be two directed graphs with sets of vertices M1 and
M2, respectively. We define the direct sum C1  C2 to be the directed graph with the
set of vertices M1  M2, and edges .m1;m2/ 7! .m01;m02/ whenever m1 7! m01 in
C1 and m2 7! m02 in C2. What we call here the direct sum is usually referred to as
the synchronous (or direct) product in Automata Theory.
Definition 2. With above notation, directed graphs C1 and C2 are isomorphic (writ-
ten C1 ’ C2), if there is a 1–1 mapping  from M1 onto M2, which preserves the
directed edges.
Definition 3. Let R1 D .R1;M1; 1/ and R2 D .R2;M2; 2/ be LCAs. Then M1 
M2 is an R1  R2-module, and 1 C 2 is in EndR1R2.M1  M2/. So R D .R1 
R2; M1  M2; 1 C 2/ is an LCA. We call R the direct sum of the LCAs R1 and
R2 and write R D R1  R2.
Proposition 3.1. With above notation, C.R1  R2/ ’ C.R1/  C.R2/.
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Proof. The vertex sets of both graphs are M1  M2. Furthermore, if .m1;m2/ 7!
.m01;m02/ in C.R1  R2/, then .1 C 2/.m1;m2/ D .m01;m02/ in R1  R2, that is,
1.m1/ D m01 and 2.m2/ D m02. Consequently, .m1;m2/ 7! .m01;m02/ in C.R1/ 
C.R2/. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose M is an R-module, M D M1  M2 (an inner direct sum of
R-submodules), and  an endomorphism of M with .M1/  M1 and .M2/  M2.
Then C.R;M; / ’ C.R;M1; jM1/  C.R;M2; jM2/.
Proof. The same as above with R1 D R2 D R, 1 D jM1 , and 2 D jM2 . (Wheth-
er we consider M D M1  M2 an R-module or an R  R-module does not have any
effect on the graph.) 
Theorem 3.3. Let C1 and C2 be connected components of graphs of LCAs.
(i) Suppose C1 is a cycle of length m and C2 a cycle of length n. Then C1  C2 is a
union of cycles of length lcm.m; n/.
(ii) Suppose C1 and C2 are graphs of LCAs which are trees. Then C1  C2 is a tree
whose height is the maximum of the heights of C1 and C2. The in-degree of C is
the product of the in-degrees of the component trees.
(iii) Suppose C1 is an m-cycle and C2 is a graph of an LCA which is a tree. Then
C D C1  C2 is an m-cycle with an isomorphic copy of the tree attached to each
of its nodes, which replace the root of the tree.
Proof. (i) Given a cycle of length m, c1 7! c2 7!    7! cm 7! c1, its orbit de-
termines the permutation γ D .c1; c2; : : : ; cm/, with o.γ / D m. (If  is the under-
lying endomorphism of the LCA, then γ is the restriction of  to the orbit of the
cycle.) Suppose C1 and C2 are graphs which are cycles of lengths m and n, re-
spectively, and γ1, γ2 their associated permutations. Then o.γ1/ D m and o.γ2/ D n.
If .c1; c2/ is a vertex of C1  C2, then the connected component of C1  C2 con-
taining .c1; c2/ is .c1; c2/ 7! .γ1.c1/; γ2.c2// 7!    7! .γ l1.c1/; γ l2.c2// D .c1; c2/,
where l D lcm.m; n/. In other words, .c1; c2/ is a vertex of a cycle whose associated
permutation acts as a product of disjoint permutations (cycles) of orders m and n,
respectively.
(ii) Suppose C1 and C2 are trees with in-degrees n1 and n2, and roots r1 and r2,
respectively. Let m1 be a vertex in C1 and m2 a vertex in C2. If either m1 or m2 is
a source, then .m1;m2/ is a source in C1  C2. If m1 and m2 are not sources, and
p1 and p2 are their respective predecessors, then .p1; p2/ ! .m1;m2/ is a direct-
ed edge in C1  C2. Since there are n1 choices for p1 and n2 choices for p2, we
conclude that every non-source in C1  C2 has n1 and n2 predecessors. The root of
C1  C2 is .r1; r2/, which is also the only vertex with a loop. Since every vertex in
Ci has a unique successor for i D 1; 2, the same is true of C1  C2, and all its edges
are directed toward the root. Moreover, suppose the height of C1 is h and the height
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of C2 6 h. If v1 ! v2 !    ! vh D r1 is a path of maximum length in C1 (not
using the loop at r1), then .v1; r2/ ! .v2; r2/ !    ! .vh; r2/ D .r1; r2/ provides
a path with length h in C1  C2, and, clearly, no longer path exists in C1  C2 if one
does not use the loop at .r1; r2/.
(iii) Suppose C1 is the cycle c1 7! c2 7!    7! cm 7! c1 with the associated per-
mutation γ D .c1; c2; : : : ; cm/ and C2 is a tree rooted at r with in-degree n. Then
.c1; r/ 7! .c2; r/ 7!    7! .cm; r/ 7! .c1; r/ is the isomorphic copy of the cycle C1
in C1  C2. Now each .ci ; r/ has n predecessors, namely, the vertices .γ −1.ci/; t/,
where t’s are predecessors of r. If t is a vertex of the tree C2 at the level l, then
.γ −l .ci/; t/ is the corresponding vertex of the tree in C1  C2 which has the root
.ci; r/. If t is a source in C1, then .γ −l .ci /; t/ is a source in C1  C2. Otherwise, t
has n predecessors in C2, and .γ −l .ci/; t/ has the same number of predecessors in
C1  C2, namely, the set f.γ −l−1.ci/; s/ j s is a predecessor of t in C2g. Thus, the
tree with the root .ci; r/ in C1  C2 is an isomorphic image of the tree C1. However,
the loop at the root of C2 is missing in C1  C2, or rather, it is replaced by a copy of
the cycle C1. 
The example below illustrates how a graph of an indecomposable R-module de-
composes into a direct sum of two graphs, and how changing R to the ring kTU yields
a corresponding decomposition of the module M.
Example 3. The tree in Example 1 (Fig. 1) is the direct sum of trees which are
graphed in Fig. 3. In Example 1, R D M D Z2TxU=.x3/,  D x 2, and M is an inde-
composable R-module. However, if we form R0 D Z2TU D f0; 1; x 2; 1 C x 2g, then
the graph of R0 D .R0;M; / is identical to the graph of R D .R;M; /, since it
depends only on the action of  on the module, the base ring being irrelevant. Now
as R0-modules, M D M1  M2, where M1 D R0 and M2 D f0; xg. That is, M can be
decomposed into a direct sum of -invariant Z2-subspaces. C.R0/ is thus the direct
sum of the graphs of .R0;M1; jM1/ and .R0;M2; jM2/ as shown in Fig. 3.
Example 4. Let R1 D .R;M; /, where R D M D Z2TxU=.x4/ and  is multiplica-
tion by x 2. Then the graph C1 of R1 is the tree of height 2 and in-degree 4, in which
each branch has the same height. Let C2 be any 4-cycle. Then C1  C2 is the graph
shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.
Theorem 3.4. Let R D .R;M; /; where M is a finite R-module, and R a finite ring.
Then the C.R/ is a union of direct sums of cycles and identical copies of a tree.
Proof. As a consequence of Fitting’s lemma, M can be decomposed into a direct
sum of submodules M1 and M2, such that jM1 is nilpotent, and jM2 is an automor-
phism. The graph of .R;M1; jM1/ is a tree, while the graph of .R;M2; jM2/ is a
union of cycles. Thus, C.R/ consists of all the cycles from the latter, with the tree of
the former graph attached to each node of the cycle by the root. 
4. Balanced trees
In this section, we discuss LCAs R D .R;M; /, where R is a finite K-algebra, M
a finite R-module and  a nilpotent R-endomorphism of M with k D 0, k−1 =D 0.
As noted in Section 2, the graph of R is a tree, and if dimK ker./ D s, then jKjs is
the in-degree of the tree, that is, the number of predecessors of each non-source.
Informally, we say that a tree is balanced, if the height of every branch is the same,
that is, if any path leading from any source to 0 is of equal length, say k. This is equiv-
alent to saying that any source a =2 .M/ has the property that k−1.a/ =D 0. In other
words, a tree is balanced if ker.k−1/  .M/. Since the reverse inclusion always
holds, we can now adopt the following formal definition, which concurs with [1].
Definition 4. If R D .R;M; / is as above (with  nilpotent of index k), then we
call the graph of R a balanced tree if .M/ D ker.k−1/.
Theorem 4.1. Let R D .R;M; / be as above and denote n D dimK M . Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) The graph of R is a balanced tree, that is, .M/ D ker.k−1/.
(ii) ker./ D k−1.M/.
(iii) k−i .M/ D ker.i/ for all i D 1; : : : ; k (with 0.M/ denoting M).
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Proof. Consider the following chain of submodules of M and view them as K-sub-
spaces of M:
0  k−1.M/  k−2.M/      .M/  M
and
0  ker./  ker(2      ker(k−1  M:
Obviously we have k−i .M/  ker.i/ for all i. Moreover, as vector spaces,
M ’ i.M/  ker.i/, in particular, M ’ .M/  ker./, and M ’ k−1.M/ 
ker.k−1/.
(i) ) (ii): Suppose the tree is balanced, that is, .M/ D ker.k−1/. Then the last
isomorphism above gives
dimK
(
k−1.M/
Dn − dimK ker
(
k−1

Dn − dimK .M/
Dn − .n − s/
Ds;
which implies that k−1.M/ D ker .
(ii) ) (iii): If ker./ D k−1.M/, then ker./  i.M/ for all i D 1; : : : ; k − 1,
and the sequence
0 ! ker./ ! i.M/ ! iC1.M/ ! 0
is exact for i D 0; 1; : : : ; k − 2. Hence, we have the isomorphism of vector spac-
es i.M/ ’ ker./  iC1.M/, which implies that i.M/ ’ .ker.//k−i (that is,
i.M/ is isomorphic to the direct sum of k − i copies of the vector space ker./)
for i D 0; : : : ; k − 1. Thus, dimK i.M/ D .k − i/s, in particular, dimK M D n D
ks, and dimK ker.i/ D n − .k − i/s D n − ks C is D is. But k−i .M/  ker.i/.
Since the dimensions of both are i’s, they must be equal.
(iii) ) (i): Obvious. 
Corollary 4.2. With notation as in Theorem 4.1, the graph of R is a balanced tree
if an only if n D ks; that is, if dimK M D k  dimK ker./.
Proof. If the graph of R is a balanced tree, then the proof of Theorem 4.1 implies
that n D ks. On the other hand, an imbalanced tree would have fewer vertices than
a balanced one (assuming the same k and s). Therefore, if a tree has the maximum
number of elements, namely, jKjks , it must be balanced. 
Corollary 4.3. Let T1 and T2 be two balanced trees which are graphs of LCAs over
the same field K. Then T1  T2 is balanced if and only if T1 and T2 have equal height.
Proof. Follows from a dimension count. 
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5. Enumeration of cycles
In this section, we assume that R is a finite K-algebra, where K is a finite field,
and M is a finite R-module.
We begin by describing a series of reductions that greatly simplifies the problem
of a graph of an arbitrary LCA, using a direct sum decomposition of the graph. We
remark that the graph of .R;M; / depends only on the action of  on M, not on
the structure of R. We can form a subring KTU of EndRM and view M as a KTU-
module via the natural extension of   m D .m/. It is easy to see that the graphs of
.R;M; / and .KTU;M; / will be identical.
By the Krull–Schmidt–Azumaya theorem, the KTU-module M is a unique (up
to isomorphism) finite direct sum of indecomposable modules. But any such inde-
composable module is either KTU itself, or a homomorphic image of KTU, since
KTU is the image of the principal ideal domain KTxU (see, for example, [4]). So the
graph of .KTU;M; / is uniquely the direct sum of graphs of LCAs of the form
.KTU;KTU; / and .KTU;KT0U; 0/, where 0 is the image of  under a homo-
morphism from KTU. However, as we have already observed before, the graph of
the latter is isomorphic to the graph of .KT0U;KT0U; 0/. In other words, our study
of graphs reduces to the case of LCAs of the form .KTU;KTU; /.
Furthermore, by Fitting’s lemma, we can assume that  is either a unit or that  is
nilpotent. In the former case, KTU ’ KTxU=.f .x//, where f .x/ is a factor of xn − 1
(n being the order of ), and by [2], f .x/ is a power of an irreducible polynomial in
KTxU. In the latter case, KTU ’ KTxU=.xk/. In either case, KTU is a local ring.
In view of our results on direct sums of graphs of LCAs, we may therefore restrict
ourselves to graphs of LCAs of the form .R;M; /, where R D M D KTU is a local
ring.
We now specialize to a field K of p elements, for a prime p. In what follows, we
describe the graph of an LCA R D .R;M; /, where R is a finite K-algebra,  an
R-automorphism of M, assuming that R is a local ring and R D M D KTU.
The following three theorems address the cases where the order of  is p-free, a
power of p, and finally, the mixed case where o./ D spb , where b > 1 and p6 j s.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose o./ D s; where p6 j s; and f is the order of p modulo s, that
is, the least positive integer d such that pd  1.mod s/. Then the graph of R consists
of one cycle of length 1, and .pf − 1/=s cycles of length s.
Proof. If p does not divide o./ D s, then by [2, p. 95], the minimal polynomial
of  is an irreducible polynomial F.x/ 2 KTxU of degree f D order of p modulo s.
Thus, KTU ’ KTxU=.F .x// is a field extension on K of degree f. Therefore, every
non-zero element a of KTU is a unit and lies on a cycle of length s, namely, on
.a; .a/; 2.a/; : : : ; s−1.a//. It follows that there is one 0-cycle of length 1, and
.pf − 1/=s cycles of length s. 
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose o./ D pb for some positive integer b. The minimal polyno-
mial of  in KTxU is then .x − 1/e for some e with pb−1 < e 6 pb . The graph of R
consists of p cycles of length 1, .ppa − ppa−1/=pa cycles of length pa for 0 < a < b;
and .pe − ppb−1/=pb cycles of maximal length pb .
Proof. Since  satisfies the polynomial xpb − 1 D .x − 1/pb , the minimal polyno-
mial of  is of the form .x − 1/e, where e is some integer with pb−1 < e 6 pb.
Thus, KTU ’ KTxU=.x − 1/e with  ! x. Let Ul D annR.x l − 1/ for l j m, that is,
for l D pa , where a 6 b. Then Ul is a subspace of R consisting of elements that are
on cycles of length 6 l, that is, on cycles whose length divides l.
If l D pa , where pa 6 e, then Ul D .x − 1/e−l D .x − 1/e−pa , which is the sub-
space of R of dimension l D pa . (As a vector space, Ul D KT.x − 1/e−pa U C KT.x −
1/e−paC1U C    C KT.x − 1/e−1U.) Otherwise, if l D pb, then annR.x l − 1/ D R.
Consequently, if e D pb , then dimK.Ul/ D l for all l j pb, and if e < pb,
then dimK.Ul/ D min.l; e/. Thus, we have a filtration of subspaces Ul for l D
1; p; : : : ; pb−1; pb with dimensions 1; p; : : : ; pb−1; pe. This shows that the graph
of R consists of p cycles of length 1, .ppa − ppa−1/=pa cycles of length pa for
0 < a < b, and .pe − ppb−1/=pb cycles of maximal length pb . 
Example 5. Let p D 2; R D KTxU=.x − 1/5;  D multiplication by x. Then
o./ D 8 and the graph of R consists of two cycles of length 1, one cycle of length
2, three cycles of length 4, and two cycles of length 8.
Theorem 5.3. Let o./ D m D pbs; where p does not divide s, and b > 1. Then the
minimal polynomial of  over K is of the form F.x/e; where F.x/ is an irreducible
polynomial over K of degree f D the order of p modulo s, and e is a positive integer.
The graph of R is a union of cycles of lengths spa for all 1 6 a 6 b; and a single
cycle of length 1. Let q D pf . The number of cycles of length spa is
qp
a − qpa−1
spa
for 1 6 a < b; and the number of cycles of length spb is
qe − qpb−1
spb
:
Proof. Since o.pb/ D s and p does not divide s, the minimal polynomial of pb
over K is an irreducible polynomial F.x/ 2 KTxU of degree f D the order of p mod-
ulo s. Thus, we have F.pb / D TF./Upb D 0; and the minimal polynomial of 
over K must be F.x/e for some number e with pb−1 < e 6 pb, which shows that
R D KTU ’ KTxU=.F .x/e/:
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As before, let Ul D annR.xl − 1/ for l j m, that is, Ul is the subspace of elements
that are on cycles of length dividing l. We first observe that Ul D 0 unless l D pas,
where a is a non-negative integer 6 b. Obviously, the only divisors of m are of
the form l D rpa , where r j s. Moreover, if ann.xl − 1/ =D 0, then F.x/ j .xl − 1/ D
.xr − 1/pa , and consequently F.x/ j .xr − 1/. However, if r j s and r =D s, then none
of the rth roots of 1 are primitive sth roots of 1 over K. Since, by [2], F.x/ is the
product of factors of the form x − !, where !’s are (certain) primitive sth roots of 1,
we conclude that F.x/ does not divide xr − 1, and therefore there are no cycles in R
of length rpa for r j s; r =D s. In other words, the only possible cycle lengths are spa
and 1.
We now proceed to compute the number of cycles of length l D spa , with 1 6
a 6 b. We observe that
Ul D annR
(
xl − 1 D annR
(
xs − 1pa D (Fe−pa :
So we have a chain of subspaces
U1  Up0s  Up1s  Up2s      Up.b−1/s  Upbs
with dimensions, respectively, q0 D 1; qp0 D q; qp1; : : : ; qpb−1; qe (where q D
pf ). That is, there is a single cycle of length 1,
qp
a − qpa−1
spa
cycles of length pas if 1 6 a < b, and
qe − qpb−1
spb
cycles of maximal length pb . 
Example 6. Let K D Z2; R D M D KTxU=.x12 − 1/, and let  be the endomor-
phism of M given by multiplication by x C x −1, that is,  D x C x 11. This is the
type of LCA studied extensively in [7], where the graph of this particular case is
given (not quite correctly) on p. 221. The graph of R D .R;M; / is provided in
Fig. 7. We show here how M can be decomposed into KTU-modules, and how one
can obtain the graph of R by generating the graphs of the indecomposable direct
summands of the KTU-module M.
We immediately get the decomposition
M D KTxU(x12 − 1 ’ KTxU=(x C 14  KTxU(x2 C x C 14:
If we set M1 D KTxU=.x C 1/4 and M2 D KTxU=.x2 C x C 1/4, then jM1 is nilpo-
tent, and jM2 is an automorphism.
Let us now consider the LCA .KT1U;M1; 1/, where 1 D jM1 . Then 1 D
x C x 3, and 21 D 0. Now M1 D KT1U  xKT1U as a KT1U-module. The graphs
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60 copies 6 copies 4 copies
Fig. 7.
of the LCAs .KT1U;KT1U; 1/ and .KT1U; xKT1U; 1/ are trees of height 2 and
in-degree 2, as shown in Fig. 5.
The graph of .KT1U;M1; 1/ is their direct sum, that is, a tree of height 2 and
in-degree 4 (Fig. 6).
We now proceed to examine the LCA .KT2U;M2; 2/, where 2 D jM2 . In M2
we have the relation x 8 D x 4 C 1, so that 2 D x C x 3 C x 7, 22 D x 6, 32 D x 5 C
x 7, and 42 D 1. As a KT2U-module, M2 D KT2U  xKT2U. Thus, by the Theorem
5.2, the graph of .KT2U;KT2U; 2/ consists of two cycles of length 1, one cycle of
length 2, and three cycles of length 4. Since xKT2U ’ KT2U as KT2U-modules,
the graph of .KT2U; xKT2U; 2/ is an isomorphic copy of the former graph, thus
consisting of two cycles of length 1, one cycle of length 2 and three cycles of length 4.
Taking the direct sum of these two isomorphic graphs, we obtain the graph of
.KT2U;M2; 2/. It consists of four cycles of length 1, six cycles of length 2 (two
direct sums of the 1-cycles and the 2-cycle, two direct sums of the 2-cycle and the
1-cycles, and two 2-cycles which arise from the direct sum of the 2-cycle and the
2-cycle), and 6 C 6 C 6  2 C 9  4 D 60 cycles of length 4.
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Finally, the graph of the original LCA .KTU;M; / consists of the 70 cycles
enumerated above, with a copy of the tree in Fig. 6 attached to each node (see Fig. 7).
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